Appearance of focal cortical dysplasia on serial MRI after maturation of myelination.
It is well known that magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) findings of focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) can change with maturation of myelination. In this paper, we report a patient with intractable epilepsy and negative MRI at the age of 2.5 years, after completion of myelination. Follow-up MRI at the age of 6 years revealed typical FCD findings in the right frontal lobe. During these 3.5 years, electroencephalogram (EEG) consistently depicted an area of irritation in accordance with de novo MRI findings. Intraoperative electrocorticogram showed frequent paroxysmal activity in the right frontal lobe; excision of the epileptogenic cortex resulted in a reduction in seizures. It is possible that FCD becomes apparent on MRI even after maturation of myelination; thus, repeated MRI is recommended while EEG continues to demonstrate focal findings.